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BACKGROUND

The proposed changes to the planning system are unacceptable.

Making short term accommodation available in all dwellings throughout New South
Wales irrespective of the nature of those dwellings by disregarding bylaws of Owners
Corporations in strata blocks is unacceptable.

By making STRA an 'exempt development' will override the bylaws of strata schemes
that already ban it -this is not acceptable in a democratic society. lt will also override
the development consent conditions in residential building already vulnerable to
STRA.

The POA is not "per se" against the reality that STRA is here to stay .... but feel that
there are property owners (especially in strata schemes), who will be inclined to vote
against a Government that rides rough shod over their ability to manage their own
strata buildings in the manner that they would like.

STRA should be permitted BUT subject to strata bylaws. All guests should adhere to
the strata bylaws. lt must be accepted that some Owner's Corporations will not allow
STRA.

ISSUE

The proposal for allowing development approval pathways, which will permit exempt
and complying development approvals for short term accommodation overrides
bylaws banning short term accommodation in strata units.

Relying on hosts to comply with the safety and compliance requirements of dwellings
is totally unrealistic because they do not have the full knowledge of what compliance
requires or whether all areas of the building in which they own a lot fully complies.



Expecting the local councils and police to react and prevent noise and amenity
impacts is equally unrealistic.

The imposition of 180 day limits for unhosted STRA to allow short term
accommodation is impractical and extremely difficult to monitor.

There is no limit on use of the primary home (365 days Hosted and/or 180 days

Unhosted).

DrscussroN

Normal development consent should be required to ensure that all regulatory
standards are met when applying for short term accommodation permission. ln

strata schemes the Host should have the permission of the Owners Corporation prior
to the submission of an application.

!n most situations potential hosts will not have a full understanding of the safety and

compliance requirements for accommodation is to be provided and be unable to
determine the certification of swimming pools, fire prevention measures, etc.

There are many examples, especially in urban areas, where requests for police to
attend noisy parties and other disturbances have no response because the police do
not have the manpower to get to attend to such requests.

Local councils when attending to disturbance requests encounter lengthy delays in

reacting well past the time the culprits have departed, and when inspecting premises

must give prior written notice.

The police are usually busy attending to more important law enforcement issues and
not always available to attend to noise disturbances.

This makes enforcement action by both the police and councils totally impractical.

The imposition of the 180-day limit on investors is a totally impractical to monitor
and to enforce by any Owner's Corporation.



Having large numbers of short-term guests in strata buildings is disruptive and it will
put undue pressure on maintenance requirements on common facilities, such as

swimming pools, ByrTr's, etc. not to mention the garbage issues that will arise. The

Code of Conduct will not fix these problems. Exempt development' means there are
no controls over the number of Lots used for STRA purposes, which may be dispersed
throughout an apartment building. lt is incompatible with normal residential living.
STRA is not a 'minor impact'on strata schemes.

Examples of the issues that have arisen in the past include the infestation of bed bugs
in accommodation left by guests, and damage to smoke detectors when guests have
become disturbed by the beeping caused by low battery levels and then cut all the
wiring to stop the beeping noise and consequently completely damaged the fire
detection system.

There have been many instances where tenants going on holidays sublet their units
without any approval from the landlord.

It must be part of the planning system that any residential dwelling used for short
term accommodation is listed on a public register.

A publicly accessible data base with details of non-compliant guests and hosts must
also be established to allow the checking of unwanted hosts and guests
From an investor's perspective, the additional income generated by short term
accommodation compared to long term lease rental income is often marginal. Many
investors prefer to have a long-term lease rather than utilising short-term
accommodation because of all the difficulties and issues that arise from short term
lettings. Investors in strata buildings are equally concerned about the adverse
impacts on the common property, the reputation of the scheme and the value of
their own investment.



RECOMMENDATIONS

Strata by-laws must take precedence when determining the permissibility to allow
short term accommodation in strata buildings.

Hosts cannot be left to determine the level of compliance with safety, fire and BCA

requi rements for accommodation.

The proposed changes to the planning instrument need to be reconsidered and must
address the above outlined issues.
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